
Digital Design       Mr. Evrard
Curriculum:  
This is a one semester class. You will use Photoshop and other digital tools to explore the art of digital design. Our focus will be on the 
application of the elements and principles and the design process to create designs that communicate specific meanings and meet specific 
needs. Students taking this course will build on their understanding of how visual design can effect many different aspects of our culture.  
We will be completing roughly 4 activities, 7 projects, 1 midterm project, 1 final project, and 2 enrichment assignments throughout the 
semester. You will be required to complete and turn in a “photo of the week” every week. You will also be expected to maintain a portfolio 
by uploading finished images to the internet. You must also upload audio and/or video self-critiques, along with other digital assignments 
that relate to this class. Students are also expected to write a process research paper over a famous digital artist.  There are no group 
projects unless there is a lack of equipment.  

Grading: 
We will be using the school’s adopted grading scale.  See the handbook for more information.
A 100%- 90% Exemplary Work with carefully attention to design, detail and craftsmanship
B 80%-   89% Above Average
C 70%-   79% Average Work
D 60%-   69% Below Average
F 59% or less Unacceptable, Incomplete, Little Effort

Quizzes/ Participation Grades:
Students will take a Vocabulary Pre-Test and a Vocabulary Post-Test. The Process Research Paper will serve as a quiz. Students may be 
quizzed throughout the semester in a variety of forms. This will most likely be performance-based through the demonstration of techniques 
or skills discussed in class. Any quiz not taken will be recorded as a zero.  It is the student’s responsibility to complete any missed work. 
Participation grades are taken at least once a week, and evaluate the students usage of time and their participation in class activities and on 
the completion of homework. Students loose additional points each week that they do not do the homework.

Activities:
We start the semester with 4 activities. You must complete all four in 2 weeks. These are designed to demonstrate, teach, or experiment 
with a specific skill or technique associated with digital art.  Activities are completed in class and prepare the students for a larger project.  
These are worth anywhere from 5 points to 25 points, and make up a significant part of the overall grade in Digital Design.  These could 
also be in the form of brain storming exercises that involve sharing ideas and/or sketching ideas on paper and are required before beginning 
a project on the computer.

Projects:
You have roughly 2 weeks to complete each project. After completing an activity, brainstorming session, or sketch, students will be 
required to apply their understanding to their own unique work of art.  These are designed to have students think about the concepts 
discussed in class and turn them into a meaningful work of art.  These are typically worth 30 points, but some may be more if their are 
multiple concepts or if the project is more demanding in the eyes of the teacher.

Photographs of the Week:
Students will have a photo due at the end of each week.  These are worth 10 points each and will be graded on whether or not they meet the 
theme, their composition, and their unique interpretations. I expect each photo to be taken outside of class with a camera, not a cell phone. 
Pictures must be edited and taken specifically for the assignment or they will not be accepted. (180 points total which is HUGE!!) 

Organization on the Computer:
There is a folder on the hard drive called “DigDesign”.  In that folder, there are folders for all of the projects this semester. You will save 
your work in the appropriate folder, depending on which project we are on.  You will upload your finished designs to the class webpage or 
folder.  You should bring in a USB Drive to back up all of your work.  It is your responsibility to protect and have your work. 

Rules:  
Tardiness will be handled in accordance with the school policy.  Your third one is a detention!  You may not receive a warning after your 
second, so keep track on your own or monitor powerschool outside of class. 
Cell Phones are not permitted.  If students use their phones in class, it will be taken to the office and can be picked up by a parent after 
school.
Students get three passes that can be used for the restroom, locker, etc.  Once they are gone, they are gone.
Follow all rules on the “MacLab Rules” sheet.

Web Requirements:
Projects will not be graded until they are uploaded to the internet. Also, all art students are required to upload finished projects online.  
Every finished project must be uploaded to the site, along with a personal critique that discusses the thought process for choosing the 
images, the elements and principles incorporated, feelings towards the final design, and the most valuable thing learned (technique, design 
concept, or self awareness).  Self-critiques could be cell phone video, iMovie, Garageband, podcasts, or any other method the student 
prefers



.
Semester Outline:
This is subject to change due to a variety of factors and influences including; school delays, student achievement, or classroom dynamics.  
Use this outline as a general plan, but be prepared to make adjustments, additions, or alterations at the teachers discretion.  Students are not 
expected or encouraged to work ahead for this reason.  If a student finishes a project or activity early, he or she can use the remaining time 
to work on the Midterm (Company Designs) or the Final Project (120 photos).

Unit Themes Activities and Projects Photos of the week

1
(2 weeks)

Introduction and Syllabus

And 4 Intro Activities

Syllabus, Refresh on the Mac Computers, Open Google Drive to see class folders, Intro 
Activities to remember photoshop and loading digital images to the computers:

Manipulated Self Portrait, Juxtaposing Self into Famous Artwork, Juxtaposing Self into 
Historical Photograph, Me and My Clones: Interactive Portrait; decide on a location and 
action then have someone photo you posing so the resulting figures will be interacting 
when placed together. (leapfrog, human pyramid, etc)

1. Time Lapse; setting and 
camera angle stays the exact 
same, but the subjects 
change at random (park 
bench every 10 minutes). 
Present photo as a series of 3 
or more.
2. Self-Portrait: overact, 
dress up, and use props

2 
(2 wks)

Digital Photography and 
Illustration

Intro to midterm project
Google Doc with 3 pictures representing a timeline of photography
View progression of of photographic imagery from beginning to now.  They will discuss 
how technology has changed for the better in relation to digital design.

Found-Object ABC Letter Photography: Must take a photo of every letter in the 
alphabet.
Digital Collage of finished Word. All of these letters must be edited and unified in some 
way (color, black and white, design element, texture, etc)

3.Pet’s Eye View; How 
would you see the world if 
you were a dog? A Hamster? 
Shoot a series of images 
from the perspective of your 
pet’s eye level
4. After Dark; Shoot after 
dark. moonlight, star trails, 
vehicle tail lights, tail light 
trails, downtown buildings, 
light-painting with a long 
exposure and a flashlight 
over parts of the scene

3 
(2 wks)

Digital Media and 
Applications

midterm idea and sketched design
Prezi explaining the importance of our social issue, 
Discussion at Richmond Art Museum, 
QR Code with redlaser added to your project for more info on topic, 
Word Cloud with tagzedo with words from your PSA, 
Google forms to “poll” the student body on something related to topic, 
Social Issue Montage with multiple layers of text propaganda style, 
website checkpoint

5. A Collection of 
“Somethings;” could be 
feet, garbage cans, 
vegetables, bicycles-you 
name it!  Get creative, try to 
pick a theme you don’t 
usually see in pictures.
6.Color Challenge; go 
downtown and choose a 
color. Shoot only objects of 
that color.  Assemble the 
best images into a mosaic

4
(2 wks)

Visual Communication Skills Erly to show examples of how your hometown photography could be used in advertising 
and mass media. Students must use 10 photos, 5 notes, 5 links, and 1 video.  All photos 
and videos must have comments.
Hometown Photography; series of 5, highlight points of interest in our city park, 
dowtown area, or city limits.  Focus on unique perspectives and angles.  Use Photoshop 
to enhance each photo, adding visual effects and filters.  Tell the story of Centerville
Finished prints are framed and displayed in the town’s library or business.

7.Beautiful and Simple 
Shape; utilize lighting and 
focus to make it interesting
8. Path, Road, or trail that 
leads the viewer’s eye 
through the frame.

5
(1wk plus: 
completed 
through first 
9 weeks)

Midterm Project; Layout School Event/Organization Poster Design
School Event/ Organization Logo Design
School Event/Organization T-Shirt Design
Students will use Fotobabble to to share what they like from another artist’s 
advertisement/ logo/ t-shirt design, and how they can relate it to this project. 
Students will visit a local design business to see how they make decisions when creating 
designs for retail or for specific clients.  Students will have an oral discussion when they 
return about the experience.

9.Earth Tones; use contrast 
and composition to provide 
visual excitement

6
(2 wks)

Web Design Gloggster to briefly explain how  the internet makes things easier for businesses, social 
networking, and staying connected
Dreamweaver Site, based on the  “photography business site” in the book; tailor it to 
work as your portfolio of art work from your high school art classes.
Use Photoshop and the digital camera to develop a personal logo

10. Reflections; puddles, 
mirrors, windows, etc
11.Parallel Lines

7 
(2 wks)

Production Graduation Invitations
3 self-taken Senior Pictures
RSVP card
All three must be placed in a 5”x7” envelope and submitted.  Students can design, print, 
cut, and glue their own envelope if they wish
Participation with guest speaker, Discussion about photography business venture, 
Discussion about changes in technology, , website checkpoint

12. Metal Object or Surface
13.Photo of a Photo; be 
creative with composition 
and don’t just be a copy 
machine



Unit Themes Activities and Projects Photos of the week

8
(2 wks)

Personal Branding and 
Corporate Identity

Process Research Paper about famous Digital artist, Students will compare several ads 
from the 1950’s to ads from similar companies of today.  They will discuss how culture 
and time have effected design. 
Business Cards 
Brochure
Billboard
Letterhead
Signage
Company uniform T-shirt design
Webpage 
Final Project Checkpoint

14.  Photo that features stripes 
in some way

15. Use angle to emphasize 
your subject; rotate the 
camera to make it slightly 
off-angle

9 (2 wks) Portfolio Development Series of Human/Animal mixed (bird with human arms holding coffee)
Modified Self Portrait, 
Final Project Checkpoint,
Students will use Garageband to create a podcast with images of how the modifications 
to their self portrait tells more about who they are as an artist or a person.

16.  Photo that uses white as a 
dominant color

17. Photo that features a 
shadow as your subject

10
(1wk plus: 
completed 
through 
second 9 
weeks)

Final Exam Project: Senior 
Photo Shoot

Senior Picture Photo Shoot; you must take these pictures yourself.  Your proofs must 
include: 
• 5 locations
• 5 different poses at each location  
• 5 different outfits total
If every picture you take is perfect, you will have a total of 25 pictures.  I want you to 
take 100 pictures, then narrow down to 25.  You will edit the top 25
• 25 Final Photos to submit as the finished images; 5 different poses from each location
• Fotobabble for each of the top 25 final picutres

18.  Unusual Point of View

11 (all 
semester)

Enrichment Projects These will be different every semester depending on what people ask the class to do, but 
could include; t-shirt/poster designs, art contests, special tasks

none

Extra Credit:
Extra Credit is only possible if you have turned in all of your photo assignments to-date.  There may be several opportunities for extra points throughout the 
semester, but here are a few possibilities (be sure to verify with Mr. Evrard before you begin!

1. Having any work of art accepted into an art show during the semester you are in Intro to Visual Communications.
2. More than the two required enrichment projects


